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> MAGIC PUZZLES

Magic Number Balance

AGE

6+   1
PLAYERS

Magic Rotating Chain

AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

This fun Number Balance game from Magic 
Puzzle is all about getting all the balls in numeri-
cal order as quickly as possible.

Tilt from left to right, and from top to bottom to 
get the balls in the right place!

Item number 2013048
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051135175

NEW!

Activate your brain with this fun Rotating chain game from Magic 
Puzzle. The beads can move in both directions. 

Let the colours intermingle and then try to get them back in order 
of colour. The flexible middle section allows you to mix up all the 
colours.

Item number 2012945
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051133225

NEW!
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Magic Twist and Turn
The Twist and Turn puzzle is a round sliding puzzle, where 
you can turn every row as well. This means that you can 
slide the surfaces both horizontally and vertically. 

You start with the open spot, and let the challenge begin! In 
this book you can find several patterns you can make. Use 
your creativity and come up with the best surface division 
yourself! This article stimulates concentration, mathematical 
thinking en drives creativity.

Item number 2002845
Packaging 12 in display
EAN 8712051051857

AGE

8+   1
PLAYERS

> MAGIC PUZZLES

Magic Rainbow Ball

AGE

5+   1
PLAYERS

Think logically and puzzle all coloured balls to the ring in 
the correct color as quickly as possible.

First, you have to make sure that all colours of the 
Magic Rainbow Ball are shuffled. The colour of the ball 
cannot be the same as the color of the ring. To move 
a ball, you have to look for the the opening (the hole 
where there isn’t a ball). You can move the balls that 
adjoin this opening by pressing them lightly in the 
direction you want to move them.
 

Item number 0896142
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051219783
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Magic Blocks
Clown Magic Blocks. Make the cutest figures with this fidget toy! 

The 27 elements are connected to each other by an elastic band. 
That gives you the freedom to make all kinds of cool shapes with 
it! Available in black, pink, yellow, green and blue.

Item number 2007613
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096292

AGE

5+   1
PLAYERS

> MAGIC PUZZLES

Magic Cube 2-in-1

Clown Games Amazing Magic Cube 2 in 1: a transforming 
geomatric puzzle! 

It includes two cubes: a 6 colour-cube and a 12 colour-cube. 
Each cube transforms into a star. You can make all kinds of 
interesting shapes! 

Item number 2000045
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051025476

AGE

8+   1
PLAYERS
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AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

Magic Puzzle challenges your intelligence and enligh-
tens your hand-control ability. 

Casually twist the direction of each triangle, it can be 
changed into all kinds of different objects. This Magic 
Puzzle comes in four different colours: blue, yellow, 
pink and green and consists of 24 compartments. 

Item number 0896037
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051216737

Item number 2005982
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051085876

AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

Magic Puzzle

Magic Puzzle

> MAGIC PUZZLES

24 pieces

48 pieces
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AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

Magic Puzzle in multicolor! 

With this cool puzzle you can make anything! An 
ostrich, a key or a ball ... use your imagination! 

The Clown Magic Puzzle consists of 24 rotating 
elements.

Item number 2005979
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051085784

The Magic Puzzle multicolor is also 
available with 48 pieces! 
 

Item number 2005983
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051085906

AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

Magic Puzzle

Magic Puzzle

multi
color

multi
color

> MAGIC PUZZLES

24 pieces

48 pieces
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Magic Puzzle Connectable

AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

With this Magic Puzzle Connectable the possibili-
ties are endless. You can easily link several Magic 
Puzzles together by means of a unique patented 
click system! Rotate the elements to make the most 
beautiful creations. Connect - Puzzle - Play! 

Available in the colors black, pink, yellow, 
green and blue.

Item number 2005439
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051082264

> MAGIC PUZZLES

TWISTTWIST

2

CREATECREATE

3

CONNECTCONNECT

1

2x 12 pieces
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Clown Magic Puzzle Board. This fun folding puzzle 
is a real brain teaser! 

Fold the puzzle in such a way, that the rectangles 
of the print are all mixed up. Now the challenge is 
to puzzle it back into the original pattern as quickly 
as possible! You can also create a new pattern, in 
which the 3 rectangles fit into each other. Can you 
achieve this? 

Item number 2009272
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051107462

Magic Puzzle Board

AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

> MAGIC PUZZLES

AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

Available for a limited time: the 24-piece 
Magic Puzzle in silver! 

Magic Puzzle
silver

limited edition!

Item number 0896036 
(SILVER)
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051202372

24 pieces
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AGE

5+ 1
PLAYERS

The Clown Magic 1x3 Puzzle challenges you to use your 
brain, be creative, think logically and it stimulates eye-hand 
coordination. Rotate the elements of the Magic 1x3 Puzzle 
and try to make all sides of the cube the same color. 

Available in the colors black, pink, orange, yellow, green, 
blue and white.

Item number 2007614
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096339

Magic Puzzle 1x3

Magic Infinite

> MAGIC PUZZLES

The Clown Magic Infinite Puzzle stimulates eye-
hand coordination. This is a colorful geometric 
fidget that you can always create something 
different with! 

Available in the colors black, pink, orange, yellow, 
green, blue and white.

Item number 2010649
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051116136

AGE

6+ 1
PLAYERS
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Penguinbalance

Clown Solo Games Tangram.By thinking logically, try to 
assemble the picture from the task as quickly as 
possible with the 14 geometric shapes.

Contents: plastic storage case, 14 Tangram pieces and 
instruction booklet. 

Item number 2006615
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051089201

Clown Solo Games Penguin Balance. By thinking logically, 
try to balance the board as fast as possible! You do this by 
strategically placing penguin pawns.

Contents: balance board with base, playing pieces with 1, 2 
or 3 penguins (each type 3 pieces) and instruction booklet. 

Item number 2006614
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051089171

Tangram 

Monkeybalance
Clown Solo Games Monkey Balance. Make the most 
beautiful and highest structures with these funny mon-
keys! There are 8 different types, and you get to choose 
which variant you pick.

Contents: 16 monkeys.

Item number 2007770
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096797

AGE

6+   1
PLAYERS

> SOLO KIDS GAMES

AGE

6+   1
PLAYERS

AGE

5+   1-2
PLAYERS
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> BOARD GAMES

Keezenspel
Keezen: the most fun board and card game in  
the Netherlands!

The card you throw determines what you can do with 
your pawn. Make sure you get your pawns to the home 
bases first and try to prevent your opponents from achie-
ving the same goal with special cards!

Contents: 1 double-sided game board for 4 and 6 players 
50 x 50 cm, 1 deck of cards, 1 tile with concise game rules, 
wooden pawns in 6 colors and game rules.

Item number 0604178
Packaging 5
EAN 8712051207971

AGE

6+ 2 - 6
PLAYERS

bestseller!

Keezenspel
Keezen: the most fun board and card game in  
the Netherlands!

The card you throw determines what you can do with 
your pawn. Make sure you get your pawns to the home 
bases first and try to prevent your opponents from achie-
ving the same goal with special cards!

Contents: wooden double-sided game board for 4 and 6 
players 40 x 40 cm, extensive rules, 24 wooden pawns in 
6 colors and 78 playing cards.

Item number 2002887
Packaging 8
EAN 8712051052632

AGE

6+ 2 - 6
PLAYERS

wood!
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> BOARD GAMES

The traditional Dutch game that should not be 
missing in any household. A beautifully illustra-
ted Old Dutch board game, for lots of fun! 

Will you ensure that your goose crosses the 
finish line first and win the game?

Contents: - 1 game board - 6 wooden geese 
and 2 dice.

Item number 2010370
Packaging 5
EAN 8712051112930

Ganzenbord

AGE

5+ 2 - 6
PLAYERS

Tokkenspel

AGE

6+ 2 - 6
PLAYERS

NEW!

The Clown Games Tokken Game is a board game to play 
together for hours. Play your cards tactically and be the 
first to place the pawns safely in your home court!

Contents: 1 game board for 2-4 players 50 x 50 cm, 54 
playing cards, 16 wooden pawns and extensive rules.

Item number 2012239
Packaging 5
EAN 8712051127088
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Never be bored with all these classic games in one box: Ludo, 
Backgammon, Draughts, Totopoly and many other board, dice and 
card games. You are sure to find a game that everyone knows and 
loves in this handy set.

Contents: 6 Playing Boards, 16 Counters, 5 Dice, 30 Draughts Pie-
ces, 32 Playing cards, 2 Game rules booklets

200 Games Collection

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

1 - 6

Het Elfstedentochtspel

The 11-Stedentochtspel. Who will be the first to 
reach the finish line and win the coveted “elfste-
denkruisje”?

Contents: 1 game board of 50 x 50 cm, 8 wooden 
pawns in four colors, 1 dice and manual with 
game rules. 

Item number 2007300
Packaging 5
EAN 8712051093871

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2 - 4

> BOARD GAMES

Item number 2012293 / 2012705
Packaging 5
EAN 8712051127743 / 8712051130989

N
IE

U
W

!
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Now there is a travel version of Keezen, the well-known Dutch board game! Keezen 
is a combination of the card game “Pesten” and the board game “Mens Erger Je 
Niet” (Don’t Get Angry).

Contents: game board for 2-4 players of 20 x 20 cm, 52 playing cards, 1 tile with 
concise game rules + detailed game rules, 16 plastic pawns in 4 colors.

Item number 0607045
Packaging 6

Have you always wanted to know how to play “hearts”? Or what the rules of “pesten” (a 
card game) are? Do you still remember what you need to roll for a large straight in dice? 
And can you explain how the game “Mexican” goes again? With this complete set, you 
can learn the most fun card and dice games!

Item number 0635001
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051200811

100 beste
kaart- en dobbelspellen

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

1- 6

Keezen
reiseditie

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2 -4

50 leukste
kaart- en dobbelspellen voor kids

Have you always wanted to know how to play “pesten” (a card game)? Or what 
the rules of “jokeren” are? Do you still remember what you need to throw for a 
large straight in dice? And can you explain how patience (solitaire) goes again? 
With this complete set from Clown Games, you can learn the most enjoyable card 
and dice games!

Item number 2007871
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051097152

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

1 - 6

> POCKET GAMES
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Ganzenbord
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The well-known card game from Clown Games, where you can mess with your 
fellow players.

This game includes two sets of cards, so you can play with up to six players. The 
instructions are already printed on the cards: that’s convenient!

Contents: 108 cards (2 sets of 54) and an instruction manual.

Item number 2004131
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051066325

Pesten

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2 - 6

> POCKET GAMES

Clown Games Goose Board Game. Which goose finishes first? 
Roll the dice and move the number of spaces indicated on the 
game board.

The game board features images, each with a specific task. The 
first player to reach space 63 wins!

Item number 0607237
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051202747

AGE

4+
PLAYERS

2 - 6

Clown Games Memo Travel Game. Match the identical pictures! Whoever has 
collected the most cards wins.

Contents: 36 cardboard memory cards: 18 pairs.

Item number 0607155
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051210476

Memo

AGE

4+
PLAYERS

2 - 4
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> POCKET GAMES

Ludo

The well-known Clown Games Ludo game, in a summer theme. Can 
you be the first to get all your pawns safely to your home base?

Each pawn color corresponds to a mode of transportation: choose 
from airplane, car, hot air balloon, or ferry.

Item number 0607236
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051202730

AGE

4+ 2 - 4
PLAYERS

Clown Games Dice Travel Game. The objective of the game is to fill in all the 
boxes on the score sheet as quickly as possible.

You achieve this by creating combinations with the 5 dice you have rolled. The 
player with the highest score wins.

Contents: 5 dice, a dice cup, and a score pad.

Item number 0607193
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051211596

Dobbelen

AGE

5+
PLAYERS

2 - 4

Domino

Clown Games Domino Travel Game. The well-known game, filled with cute ani-
mal illustrations! The first player to lay down all the tiles wins.

Contents: 28 cardboard domino tiles.

Item number 0607174
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051211374

AGE

3+ 2 - 6
PLAYERS
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> POCKET GAMES

Autobingo
The bingo game for on the go! While you’re in the car, search for all the items 
on your card in your surroundings.

Choose a card that suits the environment you’re driving in, such as city, 
countryside, or highway. Open all the flaps and place the card in the holder. 
Look closely at your surroundings. Each time you spot an item, you can close 
the flap. The first player to close all 6 flaps is the winner!

Contents: 2 cassettes and 4 double-sided cards with items. 

Item number 2007616
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051096384

AGE

5+ 2
PLAYERS

AGE

7+ 2 - 8
PLAYERS

Lose all your cards as quickly as possible by 
placing the numbers in the right order. You 
make rows on the table, but you can also put 
the cards on the pile of your fellow player! 

A tactical game where you have to act and 
count quickly. With two playing options: the 
basic game and an advanced version. Who is 
the first to lose his cards and wins the game?

Contents: 120 cards and game rules. 

Item number 2000047
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051025513

15 GO!
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Can you sink your opponent’s fleet before all your ships go down? 
Plan your strategy and lead your troops to victory!

Contents: 2 folding game consoles with storage space for the 
pegs, 2 sets of warships, 1 set of red + 1 set of white pegs, and 
game instructions.

Item number 2009091
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051105932

AGE

7+ 2 - 4
PLAYERS

Vlootgevecht reiseditie

> POCKET GAMES

AGE

5+ 2
PLAYERS

Place the game on the table and make the water spin. When the mouths of 
the fish open, you can hook them. The goal is to hook as many fish as pos-
sible. The player with the most fish wins!

Contents: 1 rotating game console, 2 fishing rods, and 8 fish.

Item number 2010458
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051114750

Visspel reiseditie

NEW!

Open Sharky’s mouth, and the game can begin. 
Take turns pressing one of his teeth down.

But be careful! Sharky has a toothache, so don’t 
press on his sore tooth!

AGE

4+ 2 - 4
PLAYERS Item number 2013036

Packaging 6
EAN 8712051134871

Sharky Finger 
Biting
Game
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Paniek op het ijs

AGE

5+ 2 - 4
PLAYERS

Will you ensure that the penguin doesn’t fall 
through the ice? Tap strategically to remove the 
blocks! Give the wheel a spin and see what your 
task is.

Are you allowed to tap a block of the white or gray 
color, can you choose, or do you have to skip a 
turn? Take turns spinning the wheel, and each 
time, perform the task indicated by the arrow. The 
player who makes the penguin fall off the ice loses 
the game!

Item number 0619231
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051219424

AGE

5+    2
PLAYERS

Wankele wiebeltoren

Build the wobbly wobble tower and spin the spinner. 
Carefully remove the ball in the corresponding color, 
using the stick. Each ball that is removed makes the 
tower less stable. The player who causes the tower 
to fall has lost!

Contents: 36 colored balls, 1 base, 2 stickers with 
penguin illustrations, 4 rings, 1 cardboard penguin 
to place on top, 2 sticks, a spinner, and instructions.

Item number 2009093
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051105970

> GAMES
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AGE

5+ 2 - 10
PLAYERS

Bingo game. Complete set: 90 numbered balls, 10 bingo-cards and 120 
chips. Divide the plastic chips evenly between the players. Decide which 
player will be the caller, all players will have their turn. The caller puts all 
numbered balls into the Bingo spinner and gives 1 bingo card to each player. 
All participants should decide when there is a BINGO: do you play for the 
top line, middle line, bottom line or for all numbers on the entire bingo card? 

Contents: 1 x Bingo Spinner, 1 x Ball Tray, 90 x Numbered Balls, 
10 x Bingo Cards and 120 x Plastic Chips. 

Item number 2007617
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051096407

Bingo

> GAMES

AGE

5+ 2 - 18
PLAYERS

Play together with your family or friends this complete bingo game 
in compact design. The game is as entertaining as ever and a lot of 
fun to play. Of course you can also give away presents for the first 
person to BINGO! 

The package contains 75 numbered balls, a game board and small 
bingo wheel, 18 playing cards and 150 chips.

Item number 0606002
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051213965

AGE

5+ 2 - 18
PLAYERS

Play together with your family or friends this complete bingo 
game. The game is as fun as ever and very enjoyable to play. 
Of course you can also give away presents for the first person to 
BINGO! 

The package contains 75 numbered balls, a game board and large 
bingo wheel, 18 playing cards and 
150 chips.

Item number 0606003
Packaging 4
EAN 8712051213972

Bingo XL

Bingo
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Rainbow Ball Game

Double Spot Game

> GAMES

In this fun game you place balls on a board. The balls 
have all the colours of the rainbow. The aim of the game 
is to strategically move a row of balls so that as many 
balls of the same colour as possible are connected to 
each other. 

All adjacent balls may be collected: whoever collects the 
most, wins! The board has storage compartments in 4 
colours, so you can clean up all the balls after playing.

Contents: game board, 48 rainbow balls.  

Item number 2009092
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051105956

AGE

6+ 2 - 4
PLAYERS

In this game, both players are given the same assignment 
card, patterned in different colours. Players may take turns 
dropping a disc into the game board. Find the pattern in any 
direction to make a match and claim the assignment card. 
The first player, who has collected 5 cards, wins the game! 

Contents: game board, 40 double-sided discs, 
40 double-sided assignment cards, 2 card 
holders and a colour dice. 

Item number 2009094
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051106021

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2 
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Connect4
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> GAMES

Be the first player to connect 4 chips! Take turns 
attacking from every possible angle, until one player 
has connected 4 chips of his/her color.

Contents: 1 frame, 2 stands,
21 blue chips and 21 red chips.

Item number 2010964
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051117386

AGE

6+ 2
PLAYERS

Vlootgevecht
Can you sink your opponent’s fleet before all your 
ships go down? Plan your strategy and lead your 
troops to victory!

Contents: 2 game consoles with storage space for the 
pegs, 2 sets of warships, 1 set of red pegs, and 1 set 
of white pegs. Includes game instructions.

Item number 2009090
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051105918

AGE

7+ 2
PLAYERS
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The best Dice Games!

clowngames.nl

Scoreblock 50 Pages
Item number 0647003
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051583389

6 Dice on a card
Item number 0608003
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051577883

> DICE GAMES

Dice Game Set
Item number 0601018
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051213231

Dice Tray
Item number 2007611
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096247
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The best Card Games!

100% plastic playingcards 
set of 2 
Item number 2001714
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051043746

Card shuffler
Item number 2004140 
Packaging 4
EAN 8712051066462

Mini playingcards set of 2
Item number 2001713
Packaging 24
EAN 8712051043715

Playingcards set of 2
Item number 2001712
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051043678

> CARD GAMES

Cardholder
Item number 2007609
Packaging 10
EAN 8712051096216

Playing Cards Set of 2
International Poker Version
Item number 2012059
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051125626

NEW!
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> POKER

Do you have a real poker face? With this com-
plete set, you can play a game of poker with 
your friends.

Contents: 200 professional-quality chips, 2 
decks of playing cards, 5 dice, and a dealer but-
ton. Comprehensive instructions can be found 
on clowngames.nl.

Item number 0603014
Packaging 4
EAN 8712051577913

With this comprehensive set, you can play 
a game of poker with your friends. Will you 
deceive everyone with a hefty bluff, or do you 
really have a Royal Straight Flush in your hand?

Contents: 300 professional-quality chips, 2 
decks of playing cards, 5 dice, and a dealer but-
ton. Comprehensive instructions can be found 
on clowngames.nl.

Item number 0603023
Packaging 2
EAN 8712051034768

AGE

14+
PLAYERS

2+

AGE

14+
PLAYERS

2+

AGE

14+
PLAYERS

2+

Texas Hold’em Poker set
With this comprehensive set, you can play a game of poker 
with your friends. Will you deceive everyone with a hefty bluff, 
or do you really have a Royal Straight Flush in your hand?

Contents: playmat, 1 small blind, 1 big blind, 1 dealer button, 
200 chips in a rack, 2 decks of playing cards, and instructi-
ons in Dutch, German, and French. Suitable for 2 or more 
players aged 12 and up.

Item number 0603013
Packaging 8
EAN 8712051577906

Poker set 200 pieces

Poker set 300 pieces
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bestseller! Beerpong

Beer Pong! The hugely popular game, where you try 
to throw a ball into your opponent’s cups. Hit? Then 
the opponent must empty this cup.   

Contents: 20 cups, 6 balls and a comprehensive 
manual with the complete rules of the game. 

 
Item number 0607063
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051213903

> TABLETOP GAMES

AGE

18+ 2 - 4
PLAYERS

TableTop

TableTop

Bowling

Curling

With this tabletop bowling game you can just 
play a game of bowling at home! Roll out the 
play mat on a table, place the magnetic strips 
and you can start!

Contents: 6 skittles, 1 yellow bowling stone, 1 
blue bowling stone, 1 roll-up plastic mat with 
a playing field (120 x 28 cm), 2 magnetic strips 
and a storage bag. 

Item number 2004129
Packaging 8
EAN 8712051066288

With this tabletop curling game you can just 
play curling at home! Roll out the play mat on  
a table, place the magnetic strips and you  
can start!

Contents: 8 stones, 1 roll-up plastic mat with 
playing field (120 x 28 cm), 2 magnetic strips 
and a storage bag. 

Item number 2004035
Packaging 8
EAN 8712051064826

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2 - 8
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Solitaire
Clown Games Solitaire board game made of wood. By hitting 
a marble each time, you must try to have only one marble left 
in the middle at the end. Will you be able to solve the puzzle? 

Contents: wooden Solitair game board with a 
diameter of 22 cm, 33 marbles.  

Item number 2008102
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051098340

> WOODEN GAMES

AGE

6+ 1
PLAYERS

Wobbling Wall
Clown Games Wobbling Wall game made of wood. This fun 
game is all about a steady hand! You build the wall with the 
wooden stones and you put the red wooden playing piece 
in the shape of a horse on top. Now you can take turns 
removing a stone. Whoever drops the wall is out. 

Contents: 1 horse figure, red wooden frame of 20 x 20 
cm and 44 blank wooden stones. 

Item number 2007612
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096278

AGE

5+
PLAYERS

2 

Speed Shuffle

AGE

8+
PLAYERS

 2

Speed Shuffle tabletop game. Get ready to fire those round 
of pucks with non-stop action and fun! Make sure to use the 
elastic cord. Be quick and precise and shoot all the pucks 
across the playing field so that they reach the other side. 

Contents: wooden playing field 40 x 25 x 2.5 cm 
and 10 pucks.

NEW!
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> WOODEN GAMES

Memory Chess
Place all the pawns randomly on the wooden board 
and remember their colors. Roll the die and select 
pawns of the same color on the board. If you pick the 
right color, the pawn is yours, and you can continue 
rolling. The player with the most pawns wins!

Contents: game board, 24 colored pawns, and a 
colored die.
Diameter of the game board: 18 cm.

Item number 2013544
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051137599

AGE

5+ 2
PLAYERS

NEW!

Discover the exciting game Check 10 
and dominate the game board with 
strategy and clever moves! Your goal is 
simple yet challenging: create combina-
tions of pieces that add up to 10 points 
to take over your opponent’s pieces.

Contents: 32 numbered pieces, 1 game 
board (30 x 30 cm).

Item number 2012083
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051125848

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2

NEW!

Game concept: 
Julius Bosma

Check-10
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> WOODEN GAMES

Clown Games 9-in-1 game box made of wood. This set contains 9 games: 
chess, checkers, backgammon, dominoes, ludo, dice, Cribbage, Morris and 
playing cards. This is truly a super-complete set! 

Contents: 32 chess pieces, 30 checkers pieces, 2 x double-sided printed 
board, 6 backgammon dice, 28 domino tiles, 16 ludo pawns, Cribbage 
board with 4 pins, 54 playing cards and 2 dice cups. You can store all game 
components in a convenient storage box with compartments, equipped 
with a felt bottom. Dimensions of this storage box: 35 x 35 x 6 cm.  

Item number 2008103
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051098364

AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2 - 4

9-in-1 Game box

Clown Games Shut the Box game made of wood. The 
object of this game is to fold as much of the pieces of 
wood as possible: that’s literally Shut the Box! 

Contents: wooden game box covered with green felt (29 
x 29 cm) and 2 dice.

Item number 2007615
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051096353 AGE

6+
PLAYERS

 4

You play this game on a wooden game board, which has several 
cutouts, plus 4 corner holes. With the spinning top, you try to 
move the balls to the spots that give you the most points. Whoe-
ver reaches the agreed number of points first, has won! 

Contents: game board, 12 colored balls and a top. Dimensions of 
the game board: 21 x 21 cm.  

Item number 2007610
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096230

AGE

5+ 2 - 6
PLAYERS

Tyrolean Roulette

Shut The Box
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Chess Pieces Wood
Item number 2007606
Packaging 24
EAN 8712051096155

Chess and Checkers board
Item number 2007607
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051096179

Checkers Pieces Wood
Item number 2007608
Packaging 24
EAN 8712051096193

> WOODEN GAMES

Chess & checkers

Clown Games 3-in-1 game box made of wood. This set 
contains 3 games: chess, checkers and backgammon. 
You can take this wooden board game set anywhere, 
thanks to the convenient storage box. 

Contents: 32 chess pieces, 30 checkers pieces and 5 
backgammon dice. Size of the playing field: 29 x 29 cm. 

Item number 2008101
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051098326 AGE

6+
PLAYERS

2

3-in-1 Game box 
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